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Ecosystem-based management (EBM) in marine ecosystems considers impacts caused
by complex interactions between environmental and anthropogenic pressures (i.e.,
oceanographic, climatic, socio-economic) and marine communities. EBM depends,
in part, on ecological indicators that facilitate understanding of inherent properties
and the dynamics of pressures within marine communities. Thresholds of ecological
indicators delineate ecosystem status because they represent points at which a small
increase in one or many pressure variables results in an abrupt change of ecosystem
responses. The difficulty in developing appropriate thresholds and reference points
for EBM lies in the multidimensionality of both the ecosystem responses and the
pressures impacting the ecosystem. Here, we develop thresholds using gradient forest
for a suite of ecological indicators in response to multiple pressures that convey
ecosystem status for large marine ecosystems from the US Pacific, Atlantic, sub-Arctic,
and Gulf of Mexico. We detected these thresholds of ecological indicators based on
multiple pressures. Commercial fisheries landings above approximately 2–4.5 t km−2 and
fisheries exploitation above 20–40% of the total estimated biomass (of invertebrates
and fish) of the ecosystem resulted in a change in the direction of ecosystem
structure and functioning in the ecosystems examined. Our comparative findings reveal
common trends in ecosystem thresholds along pressure gradients and also indicate
that thresholds of ecological indicators are useful tools for comparing the impacts of
environmental and anthropogenic pressures across multiple ecosystems. These critical
points can be used to inform the development of EBM decision criteria.
Keywords: ecosystem-based management, gradient forest, thresholds-based reference points, ecological
indicators, anthropogenic and environmental pressures, comparative analysis
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INTRODUCTION

indicators to a suite of pressures. Pressure variables that
impact marine ecosystems span a wide range of scientific
disciplines. Environmental pressures are associated with climate
and oceanographic processes (e.g., PDO, AMO, MEI, wind,
currents) while anthropogenic pressures include proximate (e.g.,
fisheries) and distal (e.g., population growth, GDP) interactions
with marine ecosystems (Österblom et al., 2016). Cumulative
effects of pressure variables on ecosystems can yield surprising
and unexpected responses. Teichert et al. (2015) and Crain
et al. (2008) both found strong evidence of non-additive,
cumulative effects of pressure variables on ecosystem that would
be impossible to detect without examining multiple pressure
variables together. This suggests that the positive outcomes of
mitigating groups of stressors that act synergistically could be
disproportionately greater than mitigating a single stressor alone.
The impact of pressure variables at differing scales can also
reveal unexpected responses. Link et al. (2012) demonstrated that
estimates of full system yield from surplus production models at
the ecosystem level are lower than the sum of single species yield
or multi-species yield. Being more conservative, the ecosystem
level estimates indicate a potential for overharvesting certain fish
stocks when ecosystem-level considerations are not made. Hence,
ecosystem-level studies of multiple indicators and pressures are
an important complement to single species and multi-species
assessments, providing valuable guidance and a more global
understanding of how to better manage marine ecosystems.
In many ecosystem studies, baseline reference points are
often typically determined from comparisons of a measured
value relative to the long-term average (or maximum/minimum)
of a time series, from an expert-opinion derived value, or
from estimates from presumed unexploited populations (Shears
and Babcock, 2004; Ecosystem Assessment Program, 2012;
Levin et al., 2013). More recently, there has been a shift
toward thresholds-based reference points as an alternative
to traditionally developed baselines (Samhouri et al., 2010;
Large et al., 2013, 2015a,b; Foley et al., 2015). Thresholds
are derived from pressure-response relationships and are akin
to LD50 in toxicology studies where at some point along a
pressure gradient (chemical or otherwise) organisms experience
a median negative impact (Samhouri et al., 2010). Ecosystem
thresholds can help to develop non-arbitrary targets and guide
management actions that avoid unwanted shifts in ecosystem
state (Samhouri et al., 2011; Foley et al., 2015). Already, there
are a number of international efforts that aim to conduct EBM
in shared marine spatial domains including the European Union
Marine Strategy Framework Directive (Palialexis et al., 2014;
Bigagli, 2015; Tam et al., in press) and the Convention for the
Conservation of Antarctic Living Marine Resources (Constable
et al., 2000; Constable, 2011). Ecosystem-level decision criteria
based on operational reference points (quantitative reference
points that can be used to make management decisions) will
greatly facilitate the success and communication between and
within countries regarding synergistic policies (Link, 2010).
Identifying thresholds of a common suite of ecological indicators
not only allows for an examination of ecosystem status between
regions, but also facilitates the discovery of cross-ecosystem
trends.

Ecosystem-based management (EBM) of the ocean, which
considers the management of the broad range of ecosystem
services across ocean-use sectors (Slocombe, 1993; Leslie and
McLeod, 2007), is designed to balance the needs of society for
utilization of ecosystem services (e.g., living marine resources)
with the sustainability and conservation of marine ecosystems.
Identifying and confronting these tradeoffs within EBM is
increasingly critical given the high global demand for ecosystem
services, which are valued at over 112 trillion USD from
marine ecosystems (Li and Fang, 2014). Ideal EBM considers
the numerous threats to global marine ecosystems—such as,
overexploitation of desirable fish stocks (Pauly et al., 1998;
Jackson et al., 2001; Coll et al., 2008; Khan and Neis, 2010),
coastal development including undesirable nutrient inputs from
anthropogenic sources (Doney, 2010; Liboiron, 2015), and
climate change (Pinsky and Fogarty, 2012)—but also considers
the benefits to human well-being (Halpern et al., 2012), including
humans as an interacting part of the ecosystem.
Effective EBM requires the quantification of reference points
to locate a balance between a healthy ecosystem and multiple
human uses (Dearing et al., 2014). There is a convergence of
knowledge in multiple disciplines (social sciences, economics,
ecology, oceanography) in current EBM research that aims to
quantify this socio-ecological “sweet spot” (Levin et al., 2009;
Link, 2010; Samhouri et al., 2012). While there is a great
deal of interdisciplinary work being done in marine ecosystem
science, there is a relatively limited set of comparative studies
of ecosystem-level trends and thresholds-based reference points
(e.g., Murawski et al., 2010; Samhouri et al., 2010, 2017; Large
et al., 2013, 2015a,b; Foley et al., 2015; Link et al., 2015; Connell
et al., in press) which are required to fully assess the ability of
ecosystem science to effectively manage large marine ecosystems.
Ecological indicators are useful tools to interpret the
complexity of ecosystems (Coll and Lotze, 2016). They are the
backbone for research on conservation and sustainability of
living marine resources in many marine management contexts
including the European Union Marine Strategy Framework
Directive (Rogers et al., 2010; Palialexis et al., 2014; Shephard
et al., 2015; Tam et al., in press), Integrated Ecosystem
Assessments (IEAs; Levin et al., 2009, 2014), and Indicators for
the Seas (IndiSeas; Bundy et al., 2010; Shin and Shannon, 2010;
Shin et al., 2010, 2012). Examining suites of indicators is an
important facet of EBM, because they can act as proxies for
functional, structural, and resilience attributes of ecosystems. A
portfolio of ecological indicators can thus represent important
aspects of entire ecosystems and can offer insight into ecosystem
trends that may not be apparent when assessed individually (Rice
and Rochet, 2005). Furthermore, combinations of ecological
indicators that are representative of ecosystem status can more
accurately assess how ecosystems respond to natural and human
perturbations (Heymans et al., 2014).
Understanding the impacts of pressures on ecosystems is
another key element of EBM (Jennings, 2005). Entire frameworks
(e.g., Jennings, 2005; Kelble et al., 2013; Levin et al., 2014)
have been developed describing the range of responses of
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Here, we aim to develop operational reference points by
quantifying thresholds for a suite of ecological indicators
along multivariate pressure gradients (both anthropogenic and
environmental). We further compare these operational reference
points among multiple marine ecosystems, recognizing the value
in comparative ecosystem studies (Murawski et al., 2010). Broad
studies that compare ecosystems can help identify commonalities
in patterns, timing and scope of marine ecosystem responses
and can generate insight into the vulnerability and resilience
of large marine ecosystems to various stressors; over time such
consistent patterns can develop into scientific laws. Here we
identify thresholds of ecological indicators that can be used
for assessing ecosystem status and to identify pressures of
concern in specific ecosystems. We also identify common trends
across multiple ecosystems cognizant of the cumulative responses
to pressure variables using methods that are novel within
management context. Ultimately, we aim to provide the scientific
basis for development of ecosystem-level reference points
for EBM.

exploitation gradients, but also encapsulate a wide range of
variable habitats and taxa groups useful for contrasts (Murawski
et al., 2010). The Eastern Bering Sea (hereafter Alaska), is a
sub-arctic, high productivity system that is characterized by
an extensive gradually sloping shelf and a deep sea basin.
While the system has a relatively low population density
compared to other IEA LMEs in the US, it experiences
a high level of human activity in terms of commercial
fishing, and to a lesser extent oil and gas development and
transport (Zador et al., 2014). The California Current is a
temperate Pacific coast ecosystem that extends from southern
British Columbia, Canada to Baja California, Mexico. The
California Current LME produces abundant ecosystem goods
and services including fisheries, recreation, tourism, and energy
production. This ecosystem is fueled by seasonal upwelling
of cold nutrient water resulting in a very productive system
(Levin et al., 2013). The Northeast US is a temperate Atlantic
ecosystem with high productivity that supports a diverse array
of invertebrates, pelagic fish, groundfish, seabirds, and marine
mammals. With a history of fisheries spanning centuries,
the region has experienced sustained impacts on the marine
ecosystem (Link et al., 2002). The northern Gulf of Mexico
(hereafter Gulf of Mexico) is a semi-enclosed, sub-tropical
coastal sea in the Atlantic that supports a large recreational
and commercial fishing industry and also provides many
goods and services such as, oil and gas production, tourism,
and habitat for endangered species (Karnauskas et al., 2013).
Further descriptions of these ecosystems are provided in the
Supplementary Materials.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Ecosystems
This study examined four Large Marine Ecosystems (LMEs:
Alaska-Eastern Bering Sea, California Current, Northeast US
and northern Gulf of Mexico) that are part of NOAA’s IEA
program (Levin et al., 2009, 2014). Each LME is a distinct type
of marine ecosystem (Figure 1) and these LMEs collectively
represent not only latitudinal, bathymetric, productivity, and

FIGURE 1 | Study large marine ecosystem (LME; gray). Solid lines represent the US exclusive economic zone (EEZ) and dotted lines represent the integrated
ecosystem assessment large marine ecosystem (IEA LME).
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Indicators

Landings (total live weight of commercial species landed
weighted by the area of each study ecosystem) and exploitation
(the ratio of landings to estimated total biomass of the LME from
fishery-independent surveys) served as measures of commercial
fishing. We also included a 1-year lag for both landings and
exploitation to account for any lagged effects of commercial
fishing (Large et al., 2015b). Other variables that track yearly
fluctuations in anthropogenic pressures beyond commercial
fishing such as, annual human population increase from coastal
states that are part of the LME and annual changes in Gross
Domestic Product of the coastal community (GDP) demand were
also considered (Table 2).
Environmental variables that influence ecosystem circulation
patterns, primary production, availability of nutrients, and
vertical mixing were chosen for all LMEs, namely Sea Surface
Temperature (SST), and broad scale climatological indicators
such as, Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO; for the Pacific
coast regions), Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO; for the
Atlantic coast regions), or Multivariate El Niño Index (MEI
for all regions). A measure of system production was included
(Chlorophyll a). A wide range of other environmental variables
that were specific to a given region, for instance ice cover or
hypoxic area, were also considered (Table 2).

Ecological Indicators
The indicator data used in this study were compiled from
NOAA’s fishery-independent surveys from Alaska (1982–2013),
California Current (1981–2012), Northeast US (1964–2013),
and Gulf of Mexico (1992–2010) which provide information
regarding the ecology and oceanography of each respective
LME (Table 1). In short, each region had multiple hundreds
of stations that were integrated into yearly estimates using
properties of the statistical sampling design from each survey.
Ecological indicators were calculated for the California Current
as a combination of triennial survey data (collected from 1981 to
2004) and annual surveys (2003–2012). The ecological indicators
from each dataset were similarly calculated and standardized
by the total area of each study LME (Figure 1). Years with
missing data (i.e., only the California Current triennial survey
data) were interpolated using rolling averages (R package zoo, R
Core Team, 2015). The fishery-independent monitoring program
uses a depth stratified survey design run semiannually (spring
and autumn in the Northeast US; summer and autumn in the
Gulf of Mexico; Reid et al., 1999; Nichols, 2004; Politis et al.,
2014; Pollack et al., 2016) and annually (summer in Alaska and
the California Current; Levin and Schwing, 2011; Conner and
Lauth, 2017). Calculated from these survey data, we chose a
suite of six ecological indicators that have been vetted and found
to met international standards of useful indicators for assessing
ecosystem status (Garrison, 2000; Methratta and Link, 2006; Fay
et al., 2013, 2015). The suite of ecological indicators represented
a variety of ecosystem attributes (functional, structural, and
resilience aspects of marine ecosystems) and were also chosen
for universal applicability and the ability to translate across
the various ecosystems examined (Table 1). These include:
mean length of fish (Length), pelagic to demersal ratio (PDR),
planktivore and benthivore to shrimp-fish feeder ratio (low to
high trophic ratio; LHTR), mean trophic level (MTL), species
richness (Rich), and diversity (effective number; EN).

Statistical Analysis
Gradient Forest Analysis
We used random forest and gradient forest methods on time
series of a suite of ecological indicators (Table 1) to assess the
importance of anthropogenic and environmental pressures
(Table 2) on ecosystems (R package randomForest, R Core
Team, 2011; R package gradientForest, R Core Team, 2012) and
to identify ecosystem-level thresholds across pressure gradients
for each LME. Random forests are methods that can be used
to examine multiple responses to pressures. Random forests
are comprised of regression tress (or classification trees), where
indicators are partitioned into two groups at a specific split
value for each pressure to maximize homogeneity within each
grouping (Ellis et al., 2012). An independent bootstrap sample of
data (resampled with replacement) builds each tree for a given
number of simulations. The goodness-of-fit (R2 ) is partitioned

Pressure Indicators
A variety of both anthropogenic and environmental variables
were selected to reflect pressures on ecosystems (Table 2).
TABLE 1 | Ecological indicators.
Ecological indicator

Abbreviation

Definition

Ecosystem attribute and references

Mean length

Length

Mean length (cm) of individual fish for all
species

Structural: size distribution Methratta and Link, 2006;
Ecosystem Assessment Program, 2012

Pelagic to demersal ratio

PDR

Ratio of biomass of pelagic to the biomass of
demersal fishes

Structural: community structure, and energy flow
Methratta and Link, 2006

Planktivore and benthivore
to shrimp and fish eater ratio

LHTR

Ratio of the biomass of low trophic level to high
trophic level fishes

Functional: trophic dynamics, energy flow Link et al.,
2002; Methratta and Link, 2006; Smith and Link, 2010

Mean trophic level

MTL

Mean trophic level of surveyed species
weighted by abundance (biomass)

Functional: how energy flow within an ecosystem is
processed Methratta and Link, 2006; Smith and Link,
2010

Species richness

Rich

Number of species surveyed

Resilience: community status, biodiversity Downing and
Leibold, 2010

Diversity (Effective number)

EN

Exponent of Shannon diversity index. Measure
of species diversity.

Resilience: biodiversity accounting for sensitive species
Jost, 2006
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TABLE 2 | Pressure variables from the Alaska (EBS), California Current (CC), Northeast US (NEUS), and Gulf of Mexico (GOMEX) ecosystems.
Pressure

Abbreviation

Type

Region

Definition

References

Population
increase

Population.inc

Anthropogenic

EBS, CC, NEUS,
GOMEX

Change in population from year to year
derived from yearly census estimates

Halpern et al., 2008

Commercial
fishing

Landings

Anthropogenic

EBS, CC, NEUS,
GOMEX

Total biomass of commercial landings
weighted by area of the LME (t/km2 )

Link et al., 2002; Methratta
and Link, 2006; Large et al.,
2013, 2015a,b

Fisheries
exploitation

Exploitation

Anthropogenic

EBS, CC, NEUS,
GOMEX

Total landings by the total biomass
estimated from the fishery-independent
survey

Large et al., 2013, 2015a,b

Commercial
fishing 1 year lag

Landings_1

Anthropogenic

EBS, CC, NEUS,
GOMEX

Total biomass of commercial landings
weighted by area of the LME (t km−2 ) with
a 1 year lag

Large et al., 2015b

Fisheries
exploitation 1 year
lag

Exploitation_1

Anthropogenic

EBS, CC, NEUS,
GOMEX

Total landings by the total biomass
estimated from the fishery-independent
survey with a 1 year lag

Large et al., 2015b

Annual gross
domestic product
increase from
fisheries and
agriculture

GDP.inc

Anthropogenic

EBS, CC, NEUS,
GOMEX

Changes in gross domestic product for
coastal States from year to year for
fisheries and agriculture measured by the
Bureau of Economics

Mora et al., 2009

Pacific decadal
oscillation

PDO

Environmental

EBS, CC

Multidecadal index of Pacific climate
variability.

Mantua et al., 1997; Mantua
and Hare, 2002

Atlantic
multidecadal
oscillation

AMO

Environmental

NEUS, GOMEX

Multidecadal index of Atlantic climate
variability.

Harris et al., 2014; Nye
et al., 2014

Multivariate El niño
index

MEI

Environmental

EBS, CC, NEUS,
GOMEX

Index that characterizes El Niño Southern
Oscillation events.

Litzow et al., 2014;
Sydeman et al., 2014;
Lindegren et al., 2016

Sea surface
temperature

SST

Environmental

EBS, CC, NEUS,
GOMEX

Mean surface temperature of the LME
waters (degrees C)

Devred et al., 2007;
Gnanadesikan et al., 2014

Primary
productivity/
Chlorophyll a

Chlorophyll

Environmental

EBS, CC, NEUS,
GOMEX

Annual mean chlorophyll from remote
sensing data in mg m−3 . 14 C primary
productivity experiments in CC collected
by CalCOFI.

Behrenfeld et al., 2006;
Friedland et al., 2012;
CalCOFI, 2015; Saba et al.,
2015

Freshwater
anomalies

Freshwater

Environmental

EBS, CC, NEUS,
GOMEX

Annual discharge anomalies from major
coastal catchments areas associated with
the LME (cumecs km−2 )

Carmack et al., 2016;
Roelke et al., 2017

North wall of the
Gulf Stream

GS

Environmental

NEUS

Index of the position of the north wall of
the Gulf Stream.

Taylor, 1995

Winter North
Atlantic oscillation

NAO_w

Environmental

NEUS

Winter (Dec-Mar) mean of relative strength
between subpolar low and subtropical
high atmospheric pressure cells (index)

Link et al., 2002

Wind stress

Wind

Environmental

NEUS

Force of the wind on the surface of the
ocean (N m−2 )

Ecosystem Assessment
Program, 2012

North Pacific Index

NPI

Environmental

EBS

The area-weighted sea level pressure of
the region and measures interannual to
decadal variations in the atmospheric
circulation

Litzow et al., 2014

Ice retreat

Ice.Retreat

Environmental

EBS

Rate of ice retreat in the Eastern Bering
Sea

Mueter and Litzow, 2008

Cold Pool

Cold pool

Environmental

EBS

Relative size of the area of cold, dense,
salty water in the region.

Mueter and Litzow, 2008

Atlantic warm pool

AWP

Environmental

GOMEX

Size of the pool of warm water (>28.5
degrees C) that comprises the Gulf of
Mexico and Caribbean.

Karnauskas et al., 2013

Currents

Currents

Environmental

GOMEX

Annual mean transport of the Loop
Current, Florida Current and Yucatan
Current

Leipper, 1970; Karnauskas
et al., 2013

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 | Continued
Pressure

Abbreviation

Type

Region

Definition

References

Hypoxic area

Hypoxic Area

Environmental

GOMEX

Mean annual area of the hypoxic zone of
the Gulf of Mexico

Rabalais et al., 2002; Gulf
States Marine Fishing
Commission, 2015

Total upwelling
magnitude index

TUMI

Environmental

CC

Annual mean of upwelling magnitude
(m3 /s/100 m)

Levin et al., 2013

Northern
oscillation index

NOI

Environmental

CC

Index of climate variability based on the
difference in sea level pressure anomalies
at the North Pacific High and a
climatologically low sea level pressure
region (Darwin, Australia).

Schwing et al., 2002

North Pacific Gyre
Oscillation

NPGO_w

Environmental

CC

Index of climate variability in the northeast
Pacific measuring change in the North
Pacific gyres circulation

Di Lorenzo et al., 2008;
Chenillat et al., 2012

among the pressures and an overall importance is determined by
averaging this goodness-of-fit across indicators and time (years).
The data not selected in the bootstrap sample (or out-of-bag
data) is used to provide cross validations of the generalized
error estimates. The synthesized outputs have high classification
accuracy and account for interactions among predictor
variables.
While random forests are useful for quantifying the ability of
pressure variables to predict response variables, gradient forests
integrate individual random forest analyses over many response
variables and are also used to identify thresholds in those
indicator responses along anthropogenic and environmental
pressure gradients (Ellis et al., 2012). In gradient forest
analysis, the importance values are gathered for each pressure
variable for each time period and combined to estimate
the threshold of the ecological indicators along the pressure
variable. Threshold ranges are determined by calculating the
95% confidence interval about the mean cumulative shift in
the aggregate ecological indicator response in R2 units. In
short, regression trees indicate the value of potential thresholds
and integrating the trees into a “forest” confirms the range
of possible shifts and thus delineates thresholds. This range is
determined to be where an anticipated ecosystem shift could
occur. Detailed description of these methods can be found in
Ellis et al. (2012), Baker and Hollowed (2014), and Large et al.
(2015a).
Because gradient forest analysis can detect thresholds in
a multivariate context, this method is particularly useful for
examining thresholds at the ecosystem level (see Pitcher
et al., 2011; Baker and Hollowed, 2014; Large et al., 2015b).
Consider that a set of species in an ecosystem is sensitive
to a particular pressure, but each species within that set
responds in a different way. At a given threshold along the
pressure gradient, one species is present below that threshold
and absent above it; whereas another species exhibits the
opposite response at the same threshold. The gradient forest
analysis would likely have the first (and most important) split
point close to the value of that threshold, thus revealing
cumulative importance about the ecosystem threshold (Ellis et al.,
2012).

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

Generalized Additive Models
We used a set of complementary analyses to further examine the
multivariate ecosystem trends across pressure variables and to
confirm that detected thresholds are robust. We first distilled all
of the ecological indicators used in the gradient forest analysis in
each LMEinto ecosystem trends using Dynamic Factor Analysis
(DFA; R package MARSS, R Core Team, 2013). DFA is a
multivariate technique used to identify, detect common patterns
in a set of time series (Zuur et al., 2003a,b). We considered two
structures for the error covariance matrix R: (1) diagonal and
equal and (2) diagonal and unequal (Zuur et al., 2003b; Large
et al., 2015a). Diagonal and equal covariance matrices consider
the same process variance across all-time series, while diagonal
and unequal covariance matrices consider unique variance values
for each time series. We selected the ecosystem trends for each
region dependent on the DFA model with the lowest AICc score
(Hurvich and Tsai, 1989).
Using the best model for the ecosystem, we then used
Generalized Additive Models (GAM; R package mgcv, R Core
Team, 2014) to examine significant ecosystem trend changes
(regions of inflection) as a response to individual pressures (both
environmental and anthropogenic) using methods specified in
Large et al. (2013). In some instances the DFA model indicated
that multiple trends were significant for each LME, in which case,
we tested them all in subsequent analyses. We used the GAM
models with the formula:
Y = a + S(X) + ε,
where Y is the ecosystem trend derived from the DFA model, α
is held constant, X is the pressure variable, S() is the smoothing
function and ε is error. Models that had an estimated p-value >
0.05, estimated degrees of freedom close to the lower limit, and
that had generalized cross validation (GCV) scores that decreased
when the smoothing term was removed from the models were
considered to be linear (Wood, 2004). In this study, GAMs were
run with and without a smoothing function to determine the
appropriate use of a GAM (with smoothing term) over a GLM
(generalized linear model; i.e. GAM without smoothing term).
All models had a higher GCV score with the GAM smoother
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and no GLMs were considered in subsequent analyses. Significant
trends and thresholds were determined by examining significant
zero crossings of the first and second derivative (as in Large et al.,
2013).
A potential strength and weakness of this approach is
that it does not rely on a priori identification of functional
relationships between response and pressure time-series. The
pressure response relationships in this study are multivariate and
therefore represent cumulative responses. As such the nature
of the ecosystem trend and interpretations of the GAMs will
identify threshold points along pressure gradients irrespective
of the specific functional responses of each individual ecological
indicator to pressure variables. In some cases, the direction of
the response of the ecosystem trend against a given pressure
may appear to be counterintuitive due to negative factor
loadings of the DFA trends (Supplement 1). This combination
of analyses, however, offers confirmation (when contrasted with
other analyses like gradient forest analysis) of where these
threshold ranges are occurring for a total ecosystem response to
a given pressure in an LME that allows for comparisons between
ecosystems.

TABLE 3 | Mean Model Performance (R2 s ) of the out-of-bag samples for the
ecological indicators in each region from the gradient forest analyses.
Range (R2 s )

Length, Rich

0.01

0–0.06

Length, Rich, EN

0.04

0–0.25

Northeast US

Length, PDR, LHTR, EN

0.07

0–0.29

Gulf of Mexico

MTL, Length, PDR, Rich, EN

0.05

0–0.30

Model indictors

Alaska
California current

Model indicators are the combination of ecological indicators that were best explained
by the pressure variables and included in the gradient forest model. Ecological indicators
that were examined were mean length (Length), pelagic to demersal ratio (PDR), mean
trophic level (MTL), low to high trophic ratio (LHTR), species richness (Rich), and species
diversity (EN).

Important Pressure Variables
Both the gradient forest analyses and GAMs did not identify
a single driver that was consistently dominant across the
four ecosystems, though fisheries landings was an important
predictor in models for all systems (Figure 2, Table 4). Generally,
anthropogenic variables ranked high in their impact, explaining
a larger portion of the changes in the ecosystem trends (at
least three of the five most important pressure variables were
anthropogenic for all four regions in the gradient forest analysis)
than environmental pressures. GAM relationships between
ecosystem trends and pressure variables also showed that a
larger number of anthropogenic variables significantly impacted
ecosystems compared to environmental variables, given the
relatively higher values of deviance explained (Table 4). Trends of
pressure variable importance were consistent with the historical
understanding of each region, with the Northeast US and
California Current being strongly impacted by the anthropogenic
pressures assessed. The pressures that were specific to a region
(e.g., ice cover, hypoxic area; Table 2) were ranked less important
than the large scale climatic pressures such as, PDO and AMO
in explaining patterns of the cumulative ecological indicators.
Exploitation had a high impact in the Atlantic regions.

RESULTS
Model Performance
The total model prediction performance from the gradient forest
analysis (the proportion of variance explained in a random
forest) averaged across the suite of ecological indicators from
each LME ranged from 0.01 to 0.07 (R2 s ; Table 3). The model
prediction performance for the cumulative ecological indicators
had a range of 0–0.30 (R2 s ), which is consistent with other
studies using similar analyses by Large et al. (2015b; 0–0.21
R2 s ), Pitcher et al. (2011; 0–0.35 R2 s ), but lower than Baker
and Hollowed (2014; 0–0.77 R2 s ). These model prediction
values may appear low; however, in studies with similar results
using aggregated ecological indicator data (containing more
unexplained variability than raw species abundance metrics) the
gradient forest was still able to identify important variables and
thresholds (Large et al., 2015b). In contrast to these past studies,
this particular analysis focused on cross-ecosystem comparisons
and only included ecological indicators that were transferrable
across the differing LMEs into the analysis. Inclusion of
LME-specific ecological indicators (e.g., longhorn sculpin in
the Northeast US; Methratta and Link, 2006) improved the
variance explained, but would not allow for true cross-ecosystem
comparisons, thus they were excluded from this particular
study and account for the lower overall variance explained.
Additionally, and more to the point in this comparative study,
although the variance explained may be low, multiple (but very
different) statistical analyses yielded similar threshold points
both within and across ecosystems. In all ecosystems, the
ecological indicators that were included in the gradient forest
models were mean length (structural) and richness and diversity
(resilience) indicators (Table 3). In the Atlantic ecosystems the
models maintained a higher number of the ecological indicators
in the gradient forest analysis with the fewest in the Alaska
ecosystem.
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Mean (R2 s )

Ecosystem

Quantitative Thresholds
Common landings and exploitation thresholds of ∼2–4.5 t km−2
landings and ∼20–40% exploitation of the total estimated
biomass were detected with the gradient forest analyses
(Figures 3A,C), bearing in mind that the relative importance
of exploitation was low in Alaska and the Gulf of Mexico
(Figure 2). Individual thresholds of ecological indicators showed
how structural, functional and biodiversity properties of each
ecosystem shifted across individual pressure gradients (Figure 4;
see Supplement 2). Lagged fishing pressures (landings and
exploitation) showed very similar threshold mean and ranges
to their non-lagged counterparts (Figures 3B,D). This was also
confirmed by the GAM of ecosystem trends (Table 4). The
thresholds identified by the GAMs of ecosystem trends along
pressure gradients were similar to the thresholds identified by
the gradient forest analysis, indicating these ecosystem-level
thresholds are robust (Figure 5; see Supplementary Materials).
Ecosystem thresholds in response to yearly human population
increases were lowest in coastal communities that were (already)
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FIGURE 2 | Importance of human and environmental pressure variables across ecological indicator outputs (R2 ) from the gradient forest analyses for (A) Alaska,
(B) California Current, (C) Northeast US, (D) Gulf of Mexico.

other regions indicate a basal concentration of ∼0.7 mg m−3
chlorophyll a to avoid ecosystem shifts (Figure 3K).
The gradient forest analysis identified the relative size of the
cold pool in Alaska as the only region specific pressure variable
that ranked within the top five important pressures in explaining
ecosystem shifts (Figure 2). The ecosystem thresholds occurred
when the cold pool was ∼0.2–0.3x relative to the previous
year. Ecosystem thresholds along ice retreat index gradients
were ∼10–50%, while thresholds along north Pacific index were
∼−2.0 to 0. In the California Current, ecosystem thresholds
were around ∼ −1.0 to 1.0 for mean annual north Pacific gyre
oscillation, 3,000 m3 s−1 100 m−1 total upwelling magnitude
index and northern oscillation index at ∼ −4. Region specific
thresholds in the Northeast US were between ∼ −2.0 and 2.0 for
winter north Atlantic oscillation, ∼ 0.06–0.07 N m−2 for wind
stress and ∼1.0–1.3 GS. Ecological indicator thresholds along
gradients of mean current transport in the Gulf of Mexico had
the lowest importance for the regions according to the gradient
forest analysis (Figure 2). Hypoxic area (threshold at ∼1.5–2.0

most densely populated (Northeast US, Gulf of Mexico); in the
lowest populated regions (Alaska) the mean thresholds were
highest and they had the widest range (Figure 3E). Yearly
changes in the GDP showed ecosystem shifts occurring at
higher GDP increases in the Northeast US, Gulf of Mexico,
and California Current, compared to Alaska where large ranges
of GDP were observed (Figure 3F). SST showed differing
thresholds between regions that were unique to the specific
ecosystems, largely reflective of the latitudinal position of each
ecosystem (Figure 3G). Thresholds for ecological indicators
occurred in more positive phases of the AMO, PDO, and MEI
(Figures 3H,I), although these tended to have a wide range
of threshold. Freshwater anomalies generally ranked lower in
terms of importance in explaining ecosystem shifts, but showed
a wide threshold region in the California Current (Figure 3J).
Chlorophyll a had a higher and wider threshold range in
California Current (Figure 3K), indicating that higher levels of
primary production in terms of chlorophyll concentration is
an important driver there, likely due to upwelling. The three
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× 104 km2 ) and Atlantic warm pool (threshold at ∼2.0–2.5 ×
106 km2 ) in the Gulf of Mexico explained 0.01 and 0.012 of the
ecological indicator response, respectively; which was relatively
low compared to other pressure variables in that LME.

TABLE 4 | Deviance explained for the generalized additive model results for each
ecosystem trend (DFA Trend) and pressure variable (using variables common in all
ecosystems).
DFA
Trend

Pressure
variable

Trend 1

Landings

Alaska

California
current

Northeast
US

Gulf of
Mexico

0.18

0.31

0.47

0.44

Trend 2

0.01

0.00

0.25

0.00

Trend 3

0.11

0.00

0.38

NA

Trend 4

0.13

NA

NA

NA

0.07

0.20

0.34

0.19
0.00

Trend 1

Landings_1

Trend 2

0.05

0.00

0.31

Trend 3

0.11

0.00

0.42

NA

Trend 4

0.22

NA

NA

NA

Trend 1

0.00

0.13

0.49

0.14

Trend 2

0.00

0.14

0.48

0.61

Trend 3

0.00

0.33

0.49

NA

Trend 4

0.08

NA

NA

NA

Trend 1

Exploitation

0.00

0.18

0.50

0.17

Trend 2

0.00

0.18

0.53

0.11

Trend 3

0.00

0.27

0.54

NA

Trend 4

0.18

NA

NA

NA

Trend 1

Exploitation_1

0.08

0.79

0.03

0.62

Trend 2

0.00

0.30

0.40

0.43

Trend 3

0.23

0.27

0.60

NA

Trend 4

0.21

NA

NA

NA

Trend 1

Population.inc

0.04

0.34

0.24

0.10

Trend 2

0.29

0.00

0.00

0.43

Trend 3

0.25

0.00

0.00

NA

Trend 4

0.42

NA

NA

NA

Trend 1

SST

AMO/PDO

0.00

0.15

0.56

0.09

0.01

0.12

0.39

0.80

Trend 3

0.16

0.08

0.32

NA

Trend 4

0.03

NA

NA

NA

Trend 2

Trend 1

0.14

0.17

0.00

0.10

Trend 2

0.09

0.00

0.00

0.72

Trend 3

0.01

0.14

0.02

NA

Trend 4

0.18

NA

NA

NA

Trend 1

MEI

0.04

0.10

0.42

0.02

Trend 2

0.15

0.17

0.14

0.00

Trend 3

0.22

0.21

0.41

NA

Trend 4

0.00

NA

NA

NA

Trend 1

Freshwater.anom 0.16

0.00

0.17

0.01

Trend 2

0.14

0.13

0.00

0.12

Trend 3

0.00

0.26

0.00

NA

Trend 4

0.00

NA

NA

NA

Trend 1

GDP.inc

0.09

0.06

0.27

0.09

Trend 2

Chlorophyll

0.06

0.25

0.49

0.11

Trend 3

0.05

0.14

0.37

NA

Trend 4

0.08

NA

NA

NA

DISCUSSION
Patterns in Ecosystem Trends and
Thresholds
Our results demonstrate that there are consistent patterns in
ecosystem response from common pressures across four large
marine ecosystems, and despite multiple potential mechanisms,
the detected trends and thresholds to such pressures in
these ecosystems were remarkably repeatable. Although each
ecosystem examined has different socio-economic histories
(Hollowed et al., 2011; Link et al., 2011a; Karnauskas et al.,
2013; Levin et al., 2013), different levels of population density,
and differential reliance on living marine resources that vary
in the use of marine habitats and ultimately shape the stability
of the ecosystems, there are a number of common trends that
are surprisingly consistent across all ecosystems. These common
trends would be difficult to detect if not examined at the
ecosystem-level and in a multivariate context, both in terms
of detecting baseline reference points and observing emergent
properties of marine ecosystems. That these common trends and
thresholds exist is insightful for both further understanding of
marine ecosystems, as well as management thereof.
One key result is that, at an ecosystem-level, removals of
biomass (via landings-based exploitation) do have repeatable and
consistent thresholds. There are different ecological mechanisms
in which such ecosystem-level responses can be observed,
but consistently there is an impact to overall size, congruent
with overfishing theory, as well as tendencies toward smaller
organisms with hyper-exploitation (Pauly et al., 1998; Pauly
and Palomares, 2005; Shackell et al., 2010; Darimont et al.,
2015; Worm and Paine, 2016). This exploitation impacts the
biomass composition in an entire ecosystem, shifting either
biodiversity or measures of biomass ratios (e.g., pelagic to
demersal) and implies that exploitation selectively impacts
certain facets of an ecosystem consistent with what is known
for the ecological effects of targeted fisheries (Shin et al., 2005;
Jennings and Collingridge, 2015). Additionally, some form of
broad-scale climate forcing is regularly identified as a key
driver of ecosystem-level responses. The ecological mechanisms
for this can vary, but largely filter through changes in vital
rates and related bioenergetics processes (Holsman et al.,
2016).
Another commonality was that when examining the impacts
of the pressure variables to cumulative ecosystem responses,
anthropogenic pressures rank high. Due to the pressure-response
relationship of these analyses, this does not necessarily reflect
the current status of a given ecosystem, but rather implies
that certain pressures have heavily impacted these ecosystems
within the history of the time series analyzed. This is not to say
that environmental pressures are not important; rather that the
anthropogenic pressures tended to more consistently emerge as
clearer features that impact observed ecosystem dynamics.

Models in bold indicate significant (p < 0.05) generalized additive models that were used
in subsequent threshold point analysis.
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FIGURE 3 | Mean thresholds and 95% CI ranges for (A) Landings, (B) 1 year lagged landings, (C) Exploitation, (D) 1 year lagged exploitation, (E) Population increase
of the coastal community, (F) Gross Domestic Product of the coastal community, (G) Sea Surface Temperature, (H) Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation and Pacific
Decadal Oscillation, (I) Multivariate ENSO Index, (J) Freshwater anomalies, and (K) Chlorophyll concentration from the gradient forest analysis for Alaska (Bering Sea),
California Current, Northeast US and Gulf of Mexico.

As a particular example of such anthropenic pressures, in
all the ecosystems, landings have decreased since the 1970s
and 1980s, and some fish stocks have experienced a phase of
rebuilding (Rosenberg et al., 2007; Worm et al., 2009; Lotze
et al., 2011). Ecosystem responses to commercial fishing are
surprisingly consistent in the four regions examined in this
study. Ecosystem thresholds were observed at landings of ∼2–
4.5 t km−2 and fisheries exploitation of ∼20–40% of the total
estimated biomass. All landings estimates fall within previously
determined ecosystem-level surplus production model threshold
estimates of 1–6 t km−2 (Bundy et al., 2012; Link et al., 2012;
Lucey et al., 2012), further corroborating the robustness of a
potentially universal ecosystem-level fisheries yield, at least in the
northern hemisphere.
Lower population increases and higher GDP in coastal
communities were related to ecosystem shifts where population
density is highest (population density of Northeast US: ∼300
indv km−2 ). These threshold values increased with decreasing
population densities (Gulf of Mexico: ∼56 indv km−2 , California
Current: ∼50 indv km−2 . Alaska: ∼0.5 indv km−2 ; U.S.Census
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Bureau, 2016). Human migration toward more heavily populated
areas appears to have a disproportionately large impact on
ecosystems. This could relate to a longer history of commercial
fishing in a particular region or issues with urban infrastructure
(e.g., sewage treatment, erosion prevention). Likely, pressures
relating to human population increase act cumulatively to
account for these patterns in ecosystem shifts (Halpern et al.,
2008; Stallings, 2009; Madin et al., 2016). The Northeast US,
California Current, and Gulf of Mexico regions exhibited higher
annual GDP increases which were related to ecosystem shifts,
compared to Alaska where ecosystem shifts occurred when GDP
was both increasing and decreasing. There was a wider range
where ecosystem shifts could occur along gradients of population
and GDP increase in Alaska, suggesting that less infrastructure,
fewer types of industry or lower climate regulation influence
ecosystem dynamics and stability (Li and Fang, 2014).
In terms of environmental pressures, another commonality
was evidence that all ecosystems appear to influenced by
multi-annually varying climate drivers, albeit seen via different
indices in each region. The discovery of large-scale climate
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FIGURE 4 | Cumulative shifts (in R2 units) of ecological indicator value in response to landings (t km−2 ) from the gradient forest analyses for Alaska (Bering Sea),
California Current, Northeast US, and Gulf of Mexico. Thresholds are defined as a steep increase in ecological indicator response to a pressure. Ecological indicators
are mean length of catch (Length), species richness (Rich), pelagic to demersal ratio (PDR), low to high trophic ratio (LHTR), species diversity (EN).

The analyses in this study were not used to examine specific
mechanistic links between specific pressures and responses, but
rather to identify and compare significant threshold ranges of
ecosystems (represented by indicators) along pressure gradients.
Individual ecological indicator thresholds can also be examined
across individual pressure gradients to determine specific
reference points at the single indicator level (e.g., Samhouri
et al., 2010; Large et al., 2013). This allows for the specific
examination of shifts across gradients of individual ecological
indicators that can then be examined using other methods
(such as, Generalized Linear Models) to determine a trend or
directional shift. While doing so would further elucidate the
dynamics of a given ecosystem, this study is primarily aimed at
examining the location of ecosystem thresholds across pressure
gradients across ecosystems. We acknowledge that further insight
into individual indicator trends and thresholds are important to
gain a fuller understanding of a given ecosystem. We also assert
that comparisons across ecosystems, that then detect common
trends and thresholds, are equally powerful.

patterns have been an important step in connecting climate
to ecological, biological, and oceanographic patterns in marine
ecosystems (Mantua and Hare, 2002; Alheit et al., 2014). Of the
environmental drivers examined in this study, the large-scale
climate drivers (PDO and AMO) were important in explaining
ecosystem shifts when examined at a yearly time scale. Seasonal
patterns of climate pressures, however, were not examined in
this study to maintain consistency with other indicator and
pressure variables, but other relationships and thresholds may
certainly exist at different time scales. Both positive PDO and
AMO anomalies are associated with dry, hot temperatures in
the U.S. (McCabe et al., 2004) and generally correlate positively
with SST anomalies that subsequently can cause a shallower
ocean mixed layer and lower primary productivity (Mantua
and Hare, 2002; Nye et al., 2014). When PDO and AMO
anomalies appear to be positive, the ecosystem shifts toward
a threshold response. Patterns of chlorophyll across all four
ecosystems indicate a base level of primary productivity needed
for sustainable fisheries at chlorophyll a concentrations of
∼0.7 mg m−3 , noting that chlorophyll concentration is positively
associated with fisheries yields (Friedland et al., 2012). In the
California Current, ecosystem shifts were observed at higher
concentrations of chlorophyll which are linked periods of
strong upwelling, but ecosystem stability is maintained at lower
chlorophyll concentrations (Kahru et al., 2012). Scatterplots
of monthly fisheries yields vs. chlorophyll concentration by
Friedland et al. (2012) show spikes in observed fisheries yields
when chlorophyll concentrations were at or above ∼0.7 mg m−3 .
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

Thresholds as Reference Points in
Management
Mechanistic links have been made between fisheries production
and multiple drivers including fishing, trophodynamics, and the
environment (Gaichas et al., 2012a,b; Holsman et al., 2012; Link
et al., 2012; Pranovi et al., 2014; Longo et al., 2015). Multivariate
thresholds analyses enable scientists and policy makers to present
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FIGURE 5 | Ecosystem trend (Trend 1 for all LMEs) responses to landings (t km−2 ) from Alaska (Bering Sea), California Current, Northeast US, and Gulf of Mexico
ecosystems. Dotted lines are the smoothed GAM line, gray polygons surrounding the trend line are 95% CI, solid black lines indicate a significant threshold region.

the complexity of multiple pressures on whole ecosystems in a
way that is easier to communicate and comprehend (Peterman,
2004; Large et al., 2015a,b). The methods presented here
are complex, in terms of statistical analyses, but are able to
offer clear ecosystem-level outputs of threshold ranges across
pressure gradients. As such, thresholds provide a powerful tool
to delineate and communicate quantifiable tipping points for
ecosystems (Foley et al., 2015).
Each ecosystem in this study has, at some stage in the last half
century, experienced overfishing (Bakkala et al., 1979; Rosenberg
et al., 2007; Walters et al., 2008; Link et al., 2011a; Miller
et al., 2014). The impacts of overfishing are complex, but well
researched. For example, it has been found that the concentration
of fishing on large, predatory species can destabilize ecosystems,
resulting in a loss of biodiversity and increasing blooms of
lower-trophic organisms, often undesirable species like jellyfish
(Pauly et al., 1998; Purcell et al., 2007). More recently, the
position of humans within food-webs has been categorized as
“hyperkeystone” (Worm and Paine, 2016) or as “super predators”
(Milius, 2015), indicating that the current impacts of humans on
food webs (marine or otherwise) could lead not only to lower
abundances of predatory species, but also size-stunted predator
populations with an impaired ability to regulate prey species
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even in rebuilding scenarios (Darimont et al., 2015). Here we
present ecosystem thresholds that can be used as reference points
to support coordinated efforts to develop sustainable fisheries
via EBM policies that support rebuilding strategies for depleted
fish stocks, ecosystem aggregate yield limits, and to explore the
social tradeoffs and potential social benefits of changing how we
use living marine resources (Murawski, 2000; Balmford, 2002;
Howarth and Farber, 2002; Rosenberg et al., 2007; Worm et al.,
2009; Khan and Neis, 2010; Link, 2010; Plagányi et al., 2014;
DePiper et al., in press).
The thresholds developed here can also be used to build
proactive strategies to avoid regime shifts due to overfishing,
population increase and climate change, particularly when
explored through simulation modeling (Samhouri et al., 2010;
Fulton et al., 2011; Fay et al., 2013, 2015; Large et al., 2013).
In particular, given the strength of bottom up controls on the
systems we evaluated, climate change may be of increasing
impact. There have been major breakthroughs in understanding
how long-term climatic events and climate change will impact
marine species. Many marine communities are predicted to
have continued impact by changes in mean SST and are
predicted to respond in numerous ways from range shifts (Pinsky
and Fogarty, 2012; Gattuso et al., 2015; Heenan et al., 2015)
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given the current global demand for living marine resources
and marine ecosystem services (Pauly and Palomares, 2005;
Mollmann et al., 2014; Worm and Paine, 2016). The thresholds
presented in this study offer guidance toward developing
quantifiable, defensible and robust reference points in policy
and management for sustainable marine ecosystems. With the
variety of ecosystem types examined (sub-polar, upwelling,
temperate, and sub-tropical), these thresholds could become
operational not only in the US, but also in other comparable
systems globally. They are particularly useful as a baseline
to develop similar reference points and policy guidelines in
regions that lack sufficient data to develop analogously derived
quantitative thresholds. Using ecosystem-level thresholds to
make cross-ecosystem comparisons reveal interesting emergent
properties that unify the current understanding of large-scale
climate drivers, human population growth and commercial
fishing which will further enhance global progress toward
EBM.

to phenological shifts (Parmesan, 2006; Brown et al., 2016).
While the outcomes of climate change are predicted to be
overwhelmingly negative, there may be some economic and
social benefits for well-managed fisheries in warming scenarios
(Barange et al., 2014). Warming climate events in the Gulf
of Alaska during the 1970s and 1980s caused dramatic shifts
in catch compositions of groundfish, and actually increased
the catch biomass of higher trophic-level groundfish by over
250% (Anderson and Piatt, 1999). Anchovy and sardines are
known to have multidecadal regime shifts in the Pacific Ocean
due to natural, long-term climate variability (Chavez et al.,
2003). This can drastically change the catch compositions
of these ecosystems over long periods of time and it is
important to understand the consequences of unintentionally
overfishing during these temporary regime shifts for the longterm sustainability of marine ecosystems. Systems approaches
to management, including EBM, can contribute to successful
resilience of ecosystems by improving the ability to detect and
react to ecological feedbacks (Hughes et al., 2005). Climate
thresholds presented in this study can be incorporated into
local resource and ocean management and used to develop rules
around total harvests of specific species based on known or
predicted distributional shifts (Link et al., 2011b; Pinsky et al.,
2013; Heenan et al., 2015).
While the location of ranges of ecosystem-level thresholds
along both human and environmental pressure gradients are
easily interpreted, these insights are best made against a backdrop
of dynamic biological and environmental conditions. While it
is easy for many to agree that benefits to human well-being
correlate positively with ecosystem services, it is often difficult to
incorporate these ideas into management (Arkema et al., 2015).
Social indicators that examine the mechanistic links between
human well-being and ecosystems are being examined, but are
generally underdeveloped (McShane et al., 2011; Colburn and
Jepson, 2012; Howe et al., 2014; Pollnac et al., 2015; Yang et al.,
2015). Studies such as the one undertaken here address issues
from an ecosystem-based fisheries management standpoint, but
the inclusion of more social indicators (such as, GDP and human
population increases) would move this work more fully toward
EBM. Improving and expanding on indicators for human wellbeing would greatly enhance the ability to examine thresholds for
societal needs within the context of this study, but also to examine
the inherent tradeoffs between the needs of people and marine
ecological sustainability and conservation (Dearing et al., 2014;
DePiper et al., in press).
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